Outfit Your Tractor and Trailer with Quality Products Crafted by the Same Company that has been the Hauling Industry's “Quality Leader” for Over a Century.
**Toolboxes** – The Most Durable and Sharpest Looking Toolboxes on the Market!

Wilson Aluminum toolboxes have the quality demanded by truckers and contractors. Light weight aluminum construction maintains high strength with the ability to withstand the demands of hard service year after year.

The most common sizes are:
- 23” X 24” X 60” – Double Door.
- 23” X 20” X 60” Double Door for Drop Deck.
- Call for additional sizes.

Shelving can be added for straps, crowbars or other miscellaneous items.

---

**_Bulkheads_**

Wilson aluminum bulkheads are available in a flat or wrap-around style and made with solid or mesh material.

Wrap-arounds are available with 12” or 24” wraps.

**Steps**

Wilson aluminum steps are available with (3) 6” steps or (2) 6” steps and an 18” platform.

**Step Boxes**

Strong but lightweight aluminum construction yields a heavy duty and durable step box design.

Available in 12”, 18” and 36” widths.

Water resistant rubber sealed door.

---

**In Frame Boxes**

In Frame boxes provide convenient storage as well as a platform.
Additional Accessories

Tire Chain Carrier

- Lockable cover
- 24” for open frames or 18” for frames with fairing packages.

Platform Deck Plates

Wilson aluminum Platform Deck Plate is available in the following sizes:

- 18" x 33-1/4"
- 24" x 33-1/4"
- 30" x 33-1/4"
- 36" x 33-1/4"
- 42" x 33-1/4"
- 48" x 33-1/4"
  (Also available in 80" widths)

Premier Series

The Premier Series is Wilson’s finest line of tool boxes and step boxes. Key features include highly polished aluminum doors, premium ergonomic door locks, and piano style hinges.

Step Boxes

- Size: 12”, 18” and 36” widths.
- Highly polished aluminum adds style to truck cab.
- Heavy duty design
- Water resistant rubber sealed door.
- Mounting brackets are also available.

Tool Boxes

The most common sizes are:

- 23” X 24” X 60” - Double Door.
- 23” X 20” X 60” Double Door for Drop Deck.
- Water resistant rubber sealed doors.
- Call for additional sizes.
- Shelving can be added for straps, crowbars or other miscellaneous items.
Panel Boxes for Livestock Trailers

Wilson panel boxes provide convenient storage of Winter Kit panels when they are not needed to protect livestock from the elements.

Several box styles are available for a variety of mounting locations on the trailer.